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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Learning to read should be a happy experience, and 
I 
i! 
' I 
! ij 
1 ability to 
I 
There fore, any information 1. read is essential to it. 
: concerning children's reaction to basal material would be 
I helpful in planning books. The stories in the Basal Readers 
I 
have been written for children by adults to satisfy the 
interests of children, even though the likes and dislikes are 
unknown. 
This study is an attempt to discover: 
1. 
2. 
The likes and dislikes of first grade 
children for stories presented to them from 
the Ginn and Company Basal Reader, On Cherry 
Street. 
The reasons for the likes or dislikes. 
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3· The elements of the story most interesting to ii 
them. 
This is one part of a group project. 
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CHAPTER I 
PLAN OF STUDY 
The purpose of this study was to discover: 
1. If first grade children like or dislike 
stories from a basal reader. 
2. The reasons for the likes or dislikes. 
il 
:I 
il 
! 
3. The elements of the story most interesting to I 
them. 
In setting up the study, it was necessary to decide: 
1. The basal reader to be used. 
2. Ways to secure the information. 
3. The population. 
The original plan was to survey fifty stories, half 
from a basal reader and half from supplementary stories, in [I 
" order to allow for varied interests of children. As 'I 
:I 
supplementary stories can be taken anywhere and such stories ar~ 
sometimes included in basal readers, it was decided to use only 
the stories of one basal reader at the level of the grade 
taught. The basal reader, On Cherry Street, published by Ginn 
and Company, selected for use in this study, was one not used 
in the school curriculum so as not to detract from the pleasant
1 
experience reading should be. It contains forty-four stories; 
some are experience stories, as The 
. ··-- ·~~=~===== 
7 
! '~' some animal stories, as, Scat! Scat! Little Cat! and 
Mr. Rabbit and the Two Ducks, and other tales as, The Pancake 
~ and Wee Little Woman. The complete list is included in the 
Appendix. 
Three people worked together on the study. Each story 
was checked in three different ways; one Classroom gave oral 
responses as to whether or not they liked or disliked the story j1 li 
and why, a second classroom pictured the same story, and the II 
third classroom was checked for the comprehension of the story. !I 
For example, the story, Time for School of Group A was read in 
the three classrooms; Classroom I gave an oral response as to 
whether or not they liked or disliked the story, Classroom II 
pictured the same story and Classroom III was checked for the 
comprehension of the same story. Every story was checked in 
every way, as one story might lend itself better to one form of 
presentation, or one teacher might be a better story-teller. 
Oral response was considered as the constant, as this was the 
most reliable measure in Grade I level, due to children's 
inability to write their own reactions. 
In order to secure the greatest amount of information 
without making the work too time consuming for any one person, 
the following Rotation Plan for presentation of the stories was 
devised. 
il 
il 
STORIES (44) 
GROUP 
A (15) 
GROUP 
B (15) 
GROUP 
c (14) 
Rotation of Stories 
CLASSROOM 
I 
ORAL 
RESPONSE 
CLASSROOM 
II 
PICTURES 
PICTURES I COMPREHENSION I 
'COMPREHENSION I ORAL RESPONSE 
CLASSROOM 
III 
COMPREHENSION ' 
ORAL 
RESPONSE 
PICTURES 
The forty-four stories were divided into three groups, 
II two of fifteen stories each and one of fourteen stories, A, B, 
and C representing the stories. Stories in Group A were checked!! 
I 
in Classroom I for Oral Response, in Classroom II for Picture 
Response, and in Classroom III for Comprehension. Stories in 
Group B were checked in Classroom I for Picture Response, in 
Classroom II for Comprehension, and in Classroom III for Oral 
Response. Stories in Group C were checked in Classroom I for 
' Comprehension, in Classroom II for Oral Response, and in I 
!I 
9 
I ! Classroom III for Picture Response. By using the Rotation Plan 1 
I II 
I 
' 
1: 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
II 
" II 
I' 
'I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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' 
the stories were all checked in three ways. The stories in the 'i 
respective groups are as follows: 
Group 
1. Time for School 
2. Tom and His Pockets 
3. Story Time at School 
4. Paints and Pictures 
5. Down Cherry Street Hill 
6. Apples and Eggs 
7. The Pancake Man 
8. Wee Little Woman 
9. Tink Tink Tinkle 
10. Going to the Barber Shop 
11. One Spring Morning 
12. The Big Noise 
13. Home Again 
14. Spring Gardens 
A 
:,I 
il 
il 
il5. Little Yellow Chick 
Group B 
1. The Birthday Chair 
2. Betty's New School Bag 
3· Scat! Scat! Little cat! 
4. The Surprise Cake 
5· The Bread Wagon 
10 
6. Where Is Bunny? 
7. The Monkeys' House 
I 8. 
I 9. 
/10. 
I Ill. 
1112. 
/13. 
114. 
115. 
I 
I 
The Fox and the Turtle 
A Funny Monkey 
At the Toy Shop 
Fish for Dinner 
A Funny Party 
Ducks Like Rain 
Up the Hill 
Baby Bear 
1. Airplane Day 
2. Betty and Nan 
1 3. Mr. Snowman 
4. The Old Sled 
5. The Lost Pocket 
6. A Party for Ben 
7. Funny Bunny Rabbit 
8. One Little Feather 
9. The Street Sprinkler 
1 10. FHp at the Gate 
' 11. Flip at the Brook 
12. Good Farmers 
I 
Group C 
13. Mr. Rabbit and the Two Ducks 
14. About A Bee 
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Since this was a first grade group and reading ability I 
was not to be a factor, it was decided to have all the stories 
read by the teacher, thus eliminating all possibilities of a 
/reading difficulty. The teacher read each story to the class 
without any previous motivation other than, "Would you like me 
to tell you a story?", in order not to influence their 
interests or effect their responses. No pictures were shown 
for the same reasons. In checking oral responses, immediately 
after the reading of the story, the children were asked if they 
liked or disliked the story and why. Each child came up to the 
teacher's desk and whispered his preference. This allowed for 
individual responses. The teacher recorded each response on a 
;sheet for later comparison with pictures drawn of the same 
story by Classroom II. In making the comparisons to check the 
1
likes and dislikes of these stories the following elements of 
interest were considered: 
1. Humor 
2. Plot 
3. Character 
4. Personal Associations 
Listed below are the sample responses given by the 
children after the reading of Ducks Like Rain. 
Plot: 
"I liked it because the ducks didn't have to go 
to the brook to splash." 
I 
I. 
i 
.l2 
"I liked it because the ducks had fun 
splashing." 
Humor: 
"I liked it because it was a funny kind of 
rain that wet the ducks." 
I 
II 13 
i 
i 
I 
I 
II 
:I 
I 
"I liked it because it was funny when the 
thought it rained." 
ducks il 
i 
Personal Association: 
"I liked it because the ducks had a good time 
splashing, and so do I." 
Character: 
"I liked it because I like ducks." 
In checking the picture response, the class was 
instructed to draw a picture about the story. When the 
drawing was completed, each child told what the picture 
!represented, the teacher recording the child's response on the 
[;back of each paper. These responses later were compared with 
ithe oral responses of another classroom. The following chart 
I 
1 shows how the pictures were compared with the oral responses, 
I 
!Land D representing likes and dislikes. 
I 
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!I 
I 
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'I 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
I 
•ELEMENTS OF I I 
,
1 
: INTEREST , HUMOR , 
I I PERSONAL I 
PLOT ,CHARACTERS,ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
: 
I· •L D• L D L D 
I. NUMBER OF I 
I I ORAL 
'I• RESPONSES I 
'1'1 :_;___--.---,------.--i-----;.......--
1 I NUMBER OF I 
I
' I PICTURED 
I RESPONSES I 
I I 
The child's oral response was the deciding factor for 
lthe classification of the pictures. The pictures were further 
I !analyzed against the individual responses of the child, as the 
[writers were attempting to discover if the children drawing the 
I [pictures would draw the same items that the children who gave 
'ithe oral responses had selected. The following chart shows how 
I 
ithe items given in the oral responses were compared with the 
I jpictures. 
: 
J.4 
COMPARISON OF SPECIFIC ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
I:-----------,;---~--
, NUMBER OF 1 NUMBER OF 
f I ITEMS ORAL I PICTURED 
II I I RESPONSES I RESPONSES 
i :----------i-----.;.---
1 I 
\ I 
II I 
II : 
I, 
I, 
I, 
I i I 
'[ I 
I[ 
d I 
I· I I 
I. : 
i I 
I : 
' I 
! I 
:! I ,,
I' ,----------------------
I i 
' 
I 
In the third classroom, after the selection was read, i.•t' 
!questions were asked about the story to check for comprehension. I 
! 
I The 
I 
I 
i 
I 
following list was used to check Good Farmers: ' 
i 
I 
II 
il 
I,  
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I 
I 
II 
I 
]i 
1] 
1. Was this story about farmers? 
2. Was it a story about winter time? 
3. Did the children plant seeds? 
4. Did the children pat the ground around 
their little plant? 
5. Did the children work: a long time? 
6. Did the plants need water? 
7. Did the sprinkler come down the street 
8. 
9. 
10. 
and water the plants? 
Did the children have to water the 
plants? 
Did the dog come and dig up the plants? 
Did it begin to rain? 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No' 
lj 
No iJ 
No' ! 
I 
tr 
No !I 
I 
No II 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
'The 
I 
questions for all the stories will be found in the Appendix. i 
Since recall is a factor in comprehension, all the 
1
1 !! 
asked to answer all the questions. Yes and No '!listeners were 
I' jlquestions were used to facilitate the checking for the child. 
lEach child was given a paper to check: the answers.
1 
If the 
questions were answered correctly, it was assumed the story was 
iunderstood. If many failed on one question, it was assumed 
!that the item was not understood, or the question poorly 
worded. 
The presentation of each story together with the 
I lfollow-up took: approximately fifteen minutes. 
II 
il 
Appendix 1 
Two stories 
!I 
.16 
requiring different types of response were checked each day, 
jone in the morning and one in the afternoon. The stories were 
~ correlated with language arts and drawing lessons as it gave 
each child an opportunity to express himself orally or through 
,Pictures, and also helped to develop a keener critical and 
!observant attitude. 
i 
~Population 
I Eighty children ranging in ages from 5 to 7 in three 
:first grades from three suburban communities of Metropolitan 
!Boston were used in this study. The areas included both 
' ]industrial and professional sections. The home conditions 
! !covered a wide range, but the majority seemed to be an average 
i 
!
'group. All of the pupils in a classroom who were present were 
included. Because of the limited number of cases, the data was 
!not divided. 
I 
'I The data from this study was analyzed and the results 
lare presented in the next chapter. 
,I 
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Chapter II 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
This chapter deals with an analysis of the survey 
described in the preceding chapter. The data was analyzed to 
find: 
1. If the story was comprehended. 
2. If first grade children liked or disliked the 
stories of the basal reader. 
3. The reasons for the likes or dislikes. 
4. The elements of the story most interesting to 
them. 
I 
I 
!I 
II 
i' 
! 
!I 
I 
il 
[I 
I 
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STORY I Time for School 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 
_ _.5'--. 
The mean score was 3.55 • The standard deviation was 1.16 • 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
I ~9 
11E'i'LE"i'l";;MEn;;.;Ni!i'TrllS,....,O:;;F;;1-----,,----,,-----,,-,.P;;;E<ilR;'I;Sr-;;O:;;N .. AL.,..----r1-----j 
INTEREST I HUMOR I PLOT I CHARACTER I ASSOCIATIONS I TOTAL 
D 
I 28 I 0 
NUMBER OF I I I I I I I I 
PICTURED I 0 I I 24 I I I I 5 I I 29 I 0 
I I~:::N:::l 1 and ~ictu~e re~pon~e pl~t wa~ the ~lement 1 of 1 
greatest interest, and humor was of least interest. 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
I I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF 
REASONS FOR LIKES 1 ORAL 'PICTURED 
'RESPONSES'RESPONSES 
I I 
11 I liked it when the dog found the mitten. 111 3 I 12 
11 I liked it when the dog brought the mitten' 
to school." • 
"I liked it because I have adog and it 
reminds me of my dog." 
"It was funny when the dog comes into 
school." 
11 I liked the children going to school." 
18 
3 
2 
2 
12 
5 
0 
0 
======~==============~=======-======~====··=-=====c=•=~==•~~~~===· ==== 
20 
======~F====================-=-==========~~~--==~==-==~======~-~-=-~== 
STORY II The Birthday Chair-
In the comprehension check the possible score was 
_ _.5'--. 
i 
'I j, 
:j 
The mean score was 3.84 . The standard deviation was 1.06 
• !I 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
ELEMENTS OF I 
INTEREST I HUMOR PLOT 
I I PERSONAL I 
,CHARACTER'ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
' ' ' ' 
.L.D.L,D,L,DILI DILID 
NUMBER OF ' ' ' ' ' ' 
0 
•I 
II 
I 
ORAL I 2 I I 29 I I I I I 31 I 
-iiRE~S,o,P,;;O;;;N::S;;E:;;S;..-,.'--"T'--"T,'--"T',---.'--"T'--"T'----.'---"T'--"T'--
1
1'1 NUMBEROF' I I i I I I I 
PICTURED I I I 25 I I I I I I 25 I 0 II' 
RESPONSES I I I I I I I I I I ! 
ll In both oral responses and pictures plot was the element of 1 
greatest interest. There were but two oral responses indicatin~ 
humor as most interesting, 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
1NUMBER OF 1NUMBER OF 
I ORAL I PICTURED 
'RESPONSES'RESPONSES 
"I liked it when Flip sat on the birthday 
chair." 
"I liked it because it was really Flip's 
birthday." 
"I liked it when the children sang Happy 1 
Birthday." • 
"I liked it when Flip went with Tom." ' 
I 
"It was funny to see the dog in the chair."' 
21 
4 
2 
2 
2 
22 
0 
3 
0 
0 
'I 
It 
" 
' ' 
STORY III Airplane Day 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 
il 
'I _ _.5'---. : 
The mean score was 4.46 . The standard deviation was 1.16.! 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
i SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
II ELEMENTS OF I li 
L 
HUMOR 
D L 
PLOT 
D 
PERSONAL I 
1CHARACTER'ASSOCIATIONS 1 
L D L D 
TOTAL 
L D 
li INTEREST 
I ~~===-==~----~--~----~--~--~----~----~----~----~---NUMBER OF I 
I ORAL I 17 I I 5 1 2 I 23 I 2 
I RESPONSES I 
I 
I 
I NUMBER OF i 
I PICTURED I 22 I I 6 I 28 I 0 I' 
II RESPONSES 1 ,
1 li The area of plot was the preferred element of interest •. The 1 area of personal association was of least interest. Thls story 11 
!
i, was disliked by two children because of the personal I 
association. , 
II 
I' 
[I 
II 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
' ----------------------.,-..NUMBE..,.......,..R,.....,O,..F""1""'NUMB......,""""ER"'"'O~Fj' 
REASONS FOR LIKES ' ORAL 'PICTURED , 
1 RESPONSES'RESPONSES! 
"I liked it when the children brought planes' 
to school." 
"I liked it when planes zoomed overhead." 
"I liked it when they had Airplane Day." 
"I liked it because I like airplanes and 
airports." 
"I don't like it because I don't like 
airplanes zooming overhead." 
11 
6 
1 
5 
2 
8 
14 
6 
0 
=~=IF==== 
21 
STORY IV Tom and His Pockets 
In the comprehension check the possible score was -~5_ . 
The mean score was 4.79 • The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
ELEMENTS OF 1 
INTEREST 
I I PERSONAL I 
HUMOR PLOT , CHARACTER 1 ASSOCIATIONS • 
NUMBER OF I 
ORAL I 23 I 5 I 1 I I 
RESPONSES I 
NUMBER OF 
PICTURED I 24 I 5 I I 
RESPONSES I 
. 89 • 
TOTAL 
L : D 
29 I 0 
29 I 0 
In both the oral and picture response, the element of greatest 
interest was humor. Character was of least interest. 
i 
i 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY I 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
"I liked it because it was funny when 
everything fell out of Tom's pockets." 
"I liked it because the children helped 
pick them up. " 
"I liked it because I liked the little 
boy." 
1NtiMBER oF 1NUMBER oFI 
I ORAL I PICTURED I 
I RESPONSES I RESPONSES [I 
23 24 
5 5 
1 0 
22 
STORY V Betty's New School Bag 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 5 
-"'"""--
The mean score was 3.7 • The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
1.09 
I 
I 
II 
il 
l1 ! 
I 
~E~LE~ME~N~T~s~o~F~,--------~--------~,--------~,--~P~E~RS~o~N~AL~~·--------- I 
INTEREST HUMOR PLOT 'CHARACTER' ASSOCIATIONS r TOTAL 1, 
-="-====---r----r---,r---r----r---r----r-===:.;::.:==:..,--.-- II 
,L D,L ,D,L Dr L D ,L D 
' NUMBER OF 
ORAL I 5 I 23 I 1 I 2 I 30 I 
:2~!' I • I I I I I I I 
I 5 I 20 I I 25 I 
RESPONSES I 
In both oral and pictured responses plot was of the greatest 
interest. There were but two oral responses showing personal 
association, one disliked this story. 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
1 
0 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
1NUMBER OF'NUMBER OF 
I ORAL I PICTURED 
'RESPONSES'RESPONSES 
I • 
"I liked it when the kitten got into the 
bag." 22 20 
"I liked it when mother bought her a new 
school bag." 1 0 
"It was funny when Betty showed her bag to ' 
Tom." 5 5 
Personal Association 
''I like kittens." 2 0 
"I did not like it when the kitten meowed 
and nothing happened." 1 0 
II 
1,. 
'I 
23 
Z4 
=====J·-j=========c=======--=-~~~cc-=-~=-·=-==== ~-- __ _ 
,..., 
STORY VI Betty and Nan 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 
--'5_. 
II 
II 
I 
j 
! 
The mean score was 4.6 • The standard deviation was 
.68 ·tl 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
ELEMENTS OF I I I 1 PERSONAL HUMOR INTEREST I I PLOT 1 CHARACTER'ASSOCIATION 
:L • D : L • • • I D I L I I D I L I D 
NUMBER OF I I I I I I I I 
ORAL I I I 24 I I 2 I I I 2 
RESPONSES I I I I I I I I 
NUMBER 6F I I I I I I I I 
PICTURED I I I 25 I I I I I 
RESPONSES I I I I I I I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
In both oral and picture response, plot was the element 
greatest interest and character of least interest. The 
personal association was the element disliked. 
TOTAL 
• L I D 
I 
26 I 2 
I 
I 
25 I 0 
I 
of 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
il 
!: 
!I 
II 
il 
I 
I 
-----------------,~~~~~EmR~oruF~1~~~~EmR~O~F~ 
REASONS FOR LIKES I ORAL I PICTURED I 
I RESPONSES I RESPONSES I 
• • 
"I liked it because the dresses were I I 
alike. II I 20 I 21 
I I 
"I liked it because the children were I I 
twins." I 4 I 4 
I I 
"I liked it because it had a school in it."' 2 I 0 
I I 
I I 
"I didn't like it because they had dresses I I 
alike, and I don ' t like to dress like my I I 
sister." I 2 I 0 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
==-====*=== ~~-=~"-~ ==~~~-=--~--~---====~~=-•- ~.-_---.- ___ c --~~~ --·••=--~•-• ~---~-== I ---=~ 
I 
I 
I 
STORY VII Story Time at School 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 5 . -~-
mean score was 3.55 . The standard deviation was 1.16 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
I ELEMENTS OF 1 I I PERSONAL I 
INTEREST I HUMOR I PLOT ,CHARACTER'ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
' L ' D ' L 'D'L ' D : L ' D ' L ' D I I I I I I I I I 
NUMBER OF I I I I I I I I I I 
ORAL I I I 22 I l I 2 I I 2 ' I 26 I l 
RESPONSES I I ' I I ' I I I I NUMBER OF I I I I I I I I I I 
PICTURED I I I 26 I I 6 I I I I 32 I 0 
RESPONSES I I I I I I I ' I I 
I 
I! 
I lj 
,, 
~ 
i! 
I' il 
i! 
. 
[I, 
,, 
li 
ii 
I' 
I' 
,I 
I! 
;! ,, 
,, 
" 
1: 
I 
jl 
I 
1: 
'I I, 
'I 
ll 
I ,, 
,, 
In oral and pictured responses, the plot was the element of 
greatest interest. The least interesting element was personal 
:association, and there was one response indicating dislike. 
H 
II 
i! ,, 
'1l 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY l
'i 
,I 
p 
II 
--------------------~I"'NtiMB....,..rE""R,......,O"'FF'rrl1 N:v;UMB=~E;'I'R~O~F il1 REASONS FOR LIKES ' ORAL 1 PICTURED i 
:RESPONSES:RESPONSES I 
"I liked it because they were going to have' 
a story.'' ' 
"I liked it because the story was going to ' 
be about a kitten." ' 
"I liked it when the girls were looking at ' 
a book with a kitten in it." ' 
"I liked it because it was about school." 
"I liked it because the cat reminds me of 
mine." 
"I did not like the story because it was 
too short." 
6 
13 
3 
2 
2 
l 
I i 
1: j! 6 
8 
18 
0 
0 
0 
li 
Ill 
II 
I 
I' 
il 
'I I, 
II I 
li 
II 
I' 
il ,, 
', 
If 
~ 
STORY VIII scat! Scat! Little Cat! 
\ In the comprehension check the possible score was 9 
liThe mean score was 3.92 • The standard deviation w-a-s~-2-.14 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
I ELEMENTS OF I HUMOR PLOT I I PERSONAL I 
' INTEREST I ,CHARACTER' ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
L D L D L D L D L D 
NUMBER OF 
ORAL 
RESPONSES I 
NUMBER 6F 
PICTURED 
RESPONSES I 
The element of plot 
pictured response. 
one who disliked an 
I 27 I 1 I 2 
I 24 I I 1 
was of greatest interest in 
Character had one response, 
item in the plot. 
I 29 I 
I 25 I 
both oral and 
and there was 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
1 
0 
' 
II 
II ~6 
I, 
fl 
---------------------,., NUMB"""'"""'E""R,......,O"'F...,'"'N""'UMB'Irn'"'E"'R,....,.O""F j; 
ORAL 1 PICTURED ;1 
'RESPONSES'RESPONSES 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
"I liked it because the little kitten 
found a home." 
"I liked it because the kitten got in the 
wagon." 
"I liked it because the girl wanted kitten ' 
for a pet." 
"I liked it because I like the kitten." 
"I liked it because I have a kitten." 
"I didn't like it because the man chased 
kitten away." 
21 17 
5 4 
1 3 
1 
2 0 
1 0 
STORY IX Mr. Snowman 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 
The mean score was 4.87 • The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
I 
II Z7 I . 
5 
1.14 • ii 
,! i; 
'i ,, 
~~~~~~~--------,---------~--------,-~~~~~--~---------ii ELEMENTS OF I HUMOR I I PERSONAL I ,, -=IN:.:.T:::E:::RE=S;..::T:__-.---.----.--PLO-rT-..,1-C_H_ARA-,-C_T_E_R..,1,.:.A:::S::S::O~CT-IA::!.T::.:I:..:O:::N:::S:...,1 __ T_OT.,..A_L_ :: 
I L D I L D 1 L D 1 L D 1 L D 
NUMBER OF 
ORAL I 7 I 18 I 2 I 27 I 0 
RESPONSES I 
NUMBER OF 
PICTURED I 7 I 19 I I 26 I 0 
RESPONSES I 
In both oral and picture responses 
greatest interest. The element of 
least interest. 
plot was the element of , 
personal association was of ll 
I 
!' 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
li --------------------~I,..NUMB'="""E""R...--:O,...F""1'""N""UMB="'E"'R,....,.O=F IJ 
REASONS FOR LIKES 1 ORAL 1 PICTURED ,: 
1 RESPONSES 1 RESPONSES ;! 
---------------------------r====r=:...;;;.:.:=., !I 
"I liked it when the children made the 
snowman." 
"I liked it when the children surprised 
Father." 
"It was funny when Father put the hat on 
the snowman. " 
"I like to make snowmen." 
15 
3 
7 
2 
17 
2 
7 
0 
STORY X Paints and Pictures ;i 
li 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 5 1: 
-"""'-- li 
The standard deviation was 1.15 • 'I 
I 
The mean score was 3.61 . 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
·! 
I 
ii jl 
TJE'TLEME"'"imNi'I'TmS;-;O"Fr.rr' ------.-----r------.-....,~"""'.....,.--.-----i,'l' I I PERSONAL I . 
INTEREST HUMOR PLOT r CHARACTER r ASSOCIATIONS r TOTAL 1, 
-==.:===--.---.--.,----,,--,---.--"'T"'=:..:::..:::..r===-r----.--11 
I' ~NUMBo=""E""R.......,O""F..-'.--L_-,--D-.-,_L_.,..' _D_r' _L_-.--D-..' __ L_.,....._D_-r'· _L_-.--D-!1 
ORAL I 6 I 18 I 2 I 2 I 26 • 2 li 
RESPONSES I 1: -nNUMBm~E~R~O~Frr--.---..----r-.,----r---,r----r----r--r-- 1 
PICTURED • 27 • I 27 • 0 il 
-'RE=S::.:P:..:O::.:N:::S:.:E:.:S_' -----------------------1'1 
In both the oral and pictured responses, plot was the element 
of greatest interest. There were but two oral responses 
indicating humor as most interesting. Two children disliked 
this story. 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
II 
II 
'I 
'I 
il 
li 
' 
'I 
li 
-----------------------r1""N"'tiMB"""""'E""R,....,O"'F,.,.1""N"'UMB="'E"'R,....,O""F :i 
I ORAL I PICTURED li 
'RESPONSES' RESPONSES lj 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
I, 
I I I! 
18 16 II 
1 "I liked it because Tom made plane when 
II Betty wanted boat." 
II 
I 
"It was funny when Mother and Betty came to' 
see a boat and found an airplane." 
"I liked the children painting, because we ' 
do that at home." 
"I did not like it because Tom took Betty's' 
place.'' r 
., 
6 6 
2 5 
2 0 
j: 
II. 
! 
Z8 
il 
II 29 
il 
' - -
STORY XI The Surprise Cake 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 5 . 
" 
The mean score was 3.52 . The standard deviation was 1.2 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
ELEMENTS OF' I I I PERSONAL I 
INTEREST I HUMOR I PLOT ,CHARACTER, ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
' 
I D ' I D ' ' I I I I 
I L I I L I I L I D I L I D I L I D 
NUMBER OF I I I I I I I I I I 
ORAL I I I 31 I I I I I I 31 I 0 
RESPONSES I I I I I I I I I I 
NUMBER OF I I I I I I I I I I I i PICTURED I I I 22 I I I I I I 22 I 0 
RESPONSES I I I I I I I I I I 
In both oral and pictured responses plot was the only element 
of interest indicated. 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
:i 
'NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF i 
REASONS FOR LIKES I ORAL 'PICTURED i! 
I 'RESPONSES'RESPONSESi I I I 
i 
"I liked cake was brown and I I 
ij 
i it because the I' 
white. II I 21 I 18 II 
I I !! 
I 
I 
"I liked it because the children went out I I !I :; 
' while mother made cake. II I 10 I 4 
,, 
to play 
!The 
i 
I 
STORY XII The Old Sled 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 5 
mean score was 4.8 . The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
1 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
!ELEMENTS OF 1 INTEREST I HUMOR PLOT 
I I PERSONAL I 
rCHARACTER'ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
I 
i L D,L D, L D ,L D L D 
j~NrnUMBnrnvERcrO~Frr---r---.---,--.---.---.----.----.---.----
1 ORAL I 27 I 1 I I 27 I 1 
1'.-RE~S~P~O~N~S~E~S>T'----r---~---r--.----r--~-----r-----.----r---­NUMBER OF PICTURED I 27 I I 27 I 0 
RESPONSES I 
lin I lor 
'I 
both oral and pictured responses, plot was the only element 
interest indicated. 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
jl 
'I I, 30 
il 
jj 
I' 
li REASONS FOR LIKES 
I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF 1i 
ORAL I PICTURED 
'RESPONSES'RESPONSES 
li "I liked it because Father could fix 
', things . " 
I "I liked it when Father fixed the old sled."' 
,I 
li "I liked it because the sled could go." 
j "I liked it when Tom was going to slide 
1 down hill." 
i 
I
'''I didn't like it 
sled fixed over. 
One " I • 
! 
because he got an old 
I would want a new 
20 
4 
4 
4 
10 
10 
3 
I STORY XIII Down Cherry Street Hill 
I 
I In the comprehension check the possible score was 5 
l
l:l The mean score was 3. 75 • The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
!:, SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
,, 
I ELEMENTS OF I 
I INTEREST I HUMOR PLOT 
I I PERSONAL I 
,CHARACTER' ASSOCIATIONS' 
,L D, L D ,L 
.87 
TOTAL 
D 
I
I··.' I L D I L I D -NUMB;:;;;;:;rr;;E:nR--:O~Fr-r---,---,,---..----r---.---,---r----r---r-- [[ 
'I ORAL I l I 24 I 2 I 27 I 0 'i 
I RESPONSES I il ! -iiNUMBnmiriE~R:r?o~Fi-T--r--.---r-.---,-----.,r----r----,--,--- i! 
I !i 
I PICTURED I 29 I I 29 I 0 I' 
f-'RE=Sc:.PO.:.:Nc:.:S::E=-S-'-------------------- ,I 
! In oral responses and pictures, plot was the element of 
ii I greatest interest. There was but one oral response indicating 
I humor as most interesting. 
II 
J', 
I' I! ;j COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
II 
--------------------,lri'NtiMBi'i'I"M'i5'Eer1R!'r'l'O;T;FiT1 13'NUMBn'M'i5i'E;;:R.....-r;O'E;F 11 
I ORAL I PICTURED II 
I RESPONSES I RESPONSES : 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
"I liked it because the sled raced down 
hill. II 
"I liked it because the brown sled won 
the race." 
I"I liked it because it was funny when 
11 brown sled won." 
II 
I 
"I liked it because I got a new sled and my' 
sister had to use the old one." 
9 19 
15 10 
1 0 
2 0 
31 
STORY XIV The Bread Wagon 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 7 
The mean score was 4.88 • The standard deviation was 1.58 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
li ELEMENTS OF I I I PERSONAL I 
,[ INTEREST 1 HUMOR PLOT • CHARACTER • ASSOCIATIONS • TOTAL '·. 
li, .L D.L.D.L D.L D.L Dli '! l.~mwrn~~ER~o~F~---,--~~--r-~--~--~----~----~--~---
ORAL I 25 I 2 3 I 27 I 3 
' RESPONSES I 
i NUMBER OF 
i PICTURED I RESPONSES I 
I 
I 25 I I 25 I 0 
I
I In both oral responses 
!greatest interest. In 
1association showed two 
and pictures, plot was the element of 
oral responses, the element of personal 
for affirmative and three negative. 
I COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
"I liked it because all bought bread." 
"I liked it because the wagon was not too 
big • II 
"I liked it because they all went to the 
store together." 
'.II I liked it because I do like bread." 
"I don't like it because I don't like 
bread." 
I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF 
ORAL 1 PICTURED 
'RESPONSES'RESPONSES 
8 13 
12 0 
5 12 
2 0 
3 0 
32 
STORY XV The Lost Pocket 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 5 
mean score was 4.82 • The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
.91 
ELEMENTS OF 1 
INTEREST I HUMOR PLOT 
I I PERSONAL I 
rCHARACTER'ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
I 
rL 
I 
D : L 
I 
I 
I I I I I 
Dr L 1 D 1 L 1 D 1 L I D 
NUMBER OF I 
ORAL I 2 
RESPONSES I 
I 23 I I 25 I 0 
I NUMBER OF I 
i PICTURED I 
RESPONSES I 
I 
I 
I I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 27 I I 27 I 0 
In both oral responses and pictures, plot was the element 
!greatest interest. There were but two oral responses 
indicating humor as most interesting. 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
of 
I 
'I I• 
ji 
II 
II 
II. 
li 
i! 
I! 
ii 
I! 
I! 
I' 
I' ,I 
li 
il ,, 
~~~ 
li 
li 
II I 
,I 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF 111 
ORAL 1 PICTURED 1
1
•·. 
'RESPONSES'RESPONSES 
I I II !i 
"I liked it because 
backwards." 
the dress was on 
"I liked it because she lost her pocket." 
I 
"I liked it because she asked mother for 
lost pocket." 
"I liked it because she found her pocket." 1 
16 
6 
1 
2 
6 
10 
0 
11 
II ,, 
:; 
!I 
H 
1[ 
lj 
I! 
33 
STORY XVI Apples and Eggs 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 5 
The mean score was 4.9 . The standard deviation was --~·~3-
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
I 
l
iE i!!"VLEi!!ME~Ni'i1T"'S,........,O"'F....-1 ----r------r, ----.,.,-..,P'"E""R.,..SO"'N..-A"'L..---r-1 ---
If INTEREST 1 HUMOR PLOT 1 CHARACTER 1 ASSOCIATIONS 1 TOTAL 
II L D L D I L D L D 
1
1.
1 
.,.NOMBm:l"'5'!El"'R,.,.OveF.....,.--,---r---r--r---r---,r----r----r--,..--
oRAL 1 2 1 27 1 1 1 30 1 0 
L D 
I RESPONSES I 
NUMBER OF 
I 23 I I 3 I 28 I 0 I PICTURED I 2 
RESPONSES I 
loral responses and pictures show that plot was the element of . 
I
' greatest interest. There was only one oral response indicating j, 
personal association as most interesting. 11 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY j· 
,, 
---------------------------------------------,,~NUMBEnw~~R~O~F~1 NnnUMB~~E~R~O~F 1: 
ORAL 1 PICTURED 11 
I RESPONSES I RESPONSES I 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
I, 
j! 
'I "I liked it because they went to store 
I jingling money." 
! 
I 
"I liked it because they left eggs at 
I' store." 
"I liked it because the apples dropped." 
"I liked it because Mother came to door 
calling, 1 Oh! My eggs! 1 " 
"I liked it because I like apples and 
eggs." 
"I liked it because we like apples." 
6 
8 
13 
2 
0 
1 
6 
9 
8 
2 
3 
0 
34 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 7 
I 
STORY XVII Where Is Bunny? 
1 The mean score was 5.12 . The standard deviation was 1.12 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
ELEMENTS OF' 
INTEREST 
NUMBER OF I 
ORAL 
RESPONSES I 
NUMBER OF 
PICTURED 
RESPONSES I 
HUMOR 
I I PERSONAL I 
PLOT ,CHARACTER'ASSOCIATIONS' 
L D I L D,L D L D 
I 23 I 2 I 4 I 
I 28 I I 
TOTAL 
L D 
27 I 2 
28 I 0 
In both oral responses and pictures, plot was the element of 
greatest interest with 51 affirmative responses and 2 negative. 
Personal association was the only other element mentioned. 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
I I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF 
i REASONS FOR LIKES ORAL 'PICTURED 
i -----------------------.'.:..:RE=S.::.P..::O.:..:N:S:E:S,.'.:..:RE=S.::.P..::O.:..:N:S:E:::S-" 
i 
I"I liked 
I home." 
1" I liked 
I 
I 
i "I liked 
I 
I 
! "I liked 
I 
! "I liked 
1! bunny." 
II, I didn 1 t like it because bunny was lost. " 1 
I 
I 
' 
. 
I 
2 
14 
2 
0 
0 
12 
0 
' I, 
\i 
I 
I 
'I ,,
,, j, 
il 
il 
1135 
'I ,, 
STORY XVIII A Party for Ben 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 10 
:I 
,, 
I, 
il 
-=-· """93,_. II 
'I 
The mean score was 9.79 • The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES II 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 1! 
~;rn;<i:Tffi'1!'"-ru;;""r-----,------,----.--m:<'!5'l'ri~r---r----1i ELEMENTS OF I I I PERSONAL I II .....::.IN::.T::::E:RE=S:..:T'---r--HUM-..-O-R_-.-_PL_OrT_..,~_c_H_AR...,..AC_T_E_R....,',.:.A:::S:.:S:.:O.::::C;.IA:..:.T::::I=..:O::;N.::S:..,I--T-OT.,..AL __ il 
1L D 1 L D 1 L D L D 1 L D il 
NUMBER OF I 
ORAL I 24 I 1 I 24 I 1 11 ~RE;o;S;;;P;,.o000N,;.:S:;;E:.;;Si--r1 --.-----.----r-....--....,..---....,,...--...,..-----,--,---~~ NUMBER OF I 
PICTURED I 24 I I 24 I 0 I, 
RESPONSES I 'I ....:.=:==~---------------1, 
In both oral responses and pictures, plot 
greatest interest. There was one dislike 
personal association. 
was the element of 
registered under 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
! 
II 
il 
I' 
.I 
I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF II 
I ORAL I PICTURED li 
I RESPONSES I RESPONSES II 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
' li 
"I liked it because they had ice cream and 1 
cake." 
6 0 
"I liked it because they had a party." 10 11 
"I liked it because they surprised Ben." 8 13 
If ,, 
' I 
0 •I !: 
"I did not like it because I don't like 
ice cream." 1 
,, 
,, 
,, 
!I 
I 
[1 
i: 
I, 
·11 
I' 
.I 
I! 
36 
STORY XIX The Pancake Man 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 
The mean score was 4.61 . The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
5 
37 
I 
-!I ,, 
il 
il 
II 
II 
i! 
1.02.1; 
,, 
!I 
II 
E"''~"'LE"'ME...,.N..,'l""'s......,o""F""'r----.....,.----r----.....,.-.,.,P"'ER"'S""O""N..,.A"'L.---r-----'1 .....::::IN~TE=RE=S.:.T_.---_H_UM .... o_R_-.-_PL_o,...T_"T~-CH_A_R...,A.-C_TE_R.,.:I A~S~S~O~C.;.I!!.AT.:.;I=..::O:::.N~S:..,.I _T_O_,T,_A_L_II 
L D L D 1 L D L D L D 1: 
.....,NtlMB"""'""E""R......,.O ... F_,....---..---,.----r---.--.---...----.-----.--.---~i 
ORAL ' 26 I 1 I ' 26 ' 1 il _RE=S:;,oP,;;:O~N:::;SE~S;:.......,1 _ __,r----.---..---.----.---..----,.----.---,.--l'!' NUMBER OF 
PICTURED I 29 ' ' 29 ' 0 ,I 
RESPONSES I i! -I.!:n=b:.!o~t::!h~o:!!r::.a_l_a_n_d_p_i_c_t_u_r_e_r_e_s_p_o_n_s_e_,_p_l_o_t_w_a_s_t_h_e_e_le_m_e_n_t_o_f ___ ll 
greatest interest. One child disliked the story because of 11 
the plot. ,I 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY I~ i! 
---------------------....,..,N""UMB=E""R.,...,O"'F"'""1 N""UMB="'E""R'"""'O=Fil 
REASONS FOR LIKES 1 ORAL 1 PICTURED 'I 
1RESPONSES'RESPONSESI 
"I liked it when the pancake ran away from I 
everyone but the fox." 11 15 
"I liked it when the pancake sang to the 
fox and was eaten. " 12 lO 
II 
"I liked it when the pancake got up from 1: 
pan and " 3 4 
,I 
ran away. ,, 
II 
:i 
"I did not like the pancake running away." I l 0 
STORY XX The Monkeys' House 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 5 
The mean score was 4 The standard deviation was 1.04. 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
In the oral responses, plot was the element of greatest 
interest and personal association, the least. In the pictures, 
I humor was the element of greatest interest and character the ,, 
,! lease. The combined scores of plot and humor are identical. 1
1 
II COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY i: 
'-----------------------------------------Tn~~~~~~~~~ I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF :: 
REASONS FOR LIKES ORAL I PICTURED ii 
-----------------------------------.'.:.;RE=S.:..P.:::ON::;S::::E::::S=-r' RE=S~P:...:O:::N:..:S::E::::.S i 
"I liked it because the monkeys always 
played and never did build a house." 
"I liked it because the monkeys were so 
funny sitting in the rain." 
"Monkey stories are always good." 
"I liked it because I like monkeys." 
"I liked it because I laugh just to think 
of monkeys." 
15 
10 
3 
5 
1 
10 
15 
0 
5 
0 
i! ,, 
lj 
I 
" ~ ! 
38 
·~~=~~==~=====~=~~""=="~-~-=--~==*"==== 
II 
STORY XXI Funny Bunny Rabbit 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 10 
The mean score was 9.25 • The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
1.25. 
i! 
"E"'LEME~""'N .. T"'S.,..-,:O"'F..,..1 ----......,------.-, ----......,,-..,P""E"'R..,S"'O"'N"'A.,..L.----,.1 ----- :, 
....:::.IN:.:.T:::E:::RE=S:.:T:....._...--H-UM-rO-R_-r-_PL_OrT-...,~-C_H_AR...,..AC_T_E_R....,~rA=S'-=S;.:;O..::.C.:riA:.:.T::.:I::.:O:.:N.:.::S:.,I--T-OT-rAL-- !! 
L D L D L D L D L D 'i II 
--a'NUMB~!nE""R.....,.O~Fr-r--.---...---r--.----r---,.---r---.--...-- lj 
ORAL 
RESPONSES I 
NUMBER OF 
PICTURED 
I 26 I I 26 I 0 
I 28 I I 28 I 0 
_RE=S::.:P:...:O::!N:.::S:::E::::S:.._1 ______________________ ll 
In both oral responses and pictures, plot was the only element 
of interest. 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
>, 
;j 
li 
I! 
,I ,, 
------.,..---------------., ... N .. UMBm!1E""R'r?O<'fFn1"i:lN""UMB~E!!IIR5"""70~F If 
REASONS FOR LIKES 1 ORAL 1 PICTURED I' 
I RESPONSES I RESPONSES i: 
"I liked it when the Bee helped Bunny." 
"I liked it when Funny Bunny could not get 1 
into her house." 
"I liked it when the Bee stung goat." 
4 
4 
18 
10 
15 
3 
' 
" 
,, 
! 
" 
i! 
i: 
,: 
' 
,, 
II 
II 
39 
STORY XXII Wee Little Woman 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 1 
1 40 
!I 
The mean score was 6.29 • The standard deviation was . 94 . ii 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
I, 
!! 
i, 
' ,,
,, 
-n!l'£mi't'!mi5"""?~-----,,------,------r-~"""" ....... ---.------ '· ELEMENTS OF I I I PERSONAL I 
INTEREST HUMOR PLOT ,CHARACTER'ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
I L 
NUMBER OF 
ORAL 
RESPONSES I 
NUMBER OF 
PICTURED 
RESPONSES I 
I o o o I o 
D L D I L D I L 
I 26 I 2 I 1 
I 29 I 
D I L D 
I 27 I 2 
I 29 I 0 
In both oral responses and pictures, plot was the element of 
greatest interest, including two negative responses. There was r' 
but one response indicating character as the interesting Jl .. 
element. 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
:I ----------------------------------------~1 ~NUMB~~E~R~O~F~1~N~UMB~~E~R~O~F! I, 
REASONS FOR LIKES I ORAL I PICTURED ' 
I RESPONSES I RESPONSES 11 
I I ,I 
"I liked it when the woman was in bed and 
the voice called for the hat." 
"I liked it when the Little Woman took the ' 
scarecrow's hat." 
"I liked it when the Little Woman met the 
scarecrow." 
"I liked it when the Little Woman found the' 
hat gone." 
"I liked the Wee Little Woman." 
"I did not like it when the Little Woman 
was scared." 
10 
7 
0 
9 
1 
2 
7 
11 
11 
0 
0 
0 
I 
:; 
o;===== 
II 
II 
,, 
,. 
!I 
' r: ,, 
1: 
5 I 1: 
1.3 1: 
I 
I In the comprehension check the possible score was 
I I The mean score was 3.5 . The standard deviation was 
1 DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
STORY XXIII The Fox and the Turtle 
I SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
I' 
I 
,, 
i ELEMENTS OF I I I PERSONAL I 1' 
I -=INT=E=RES=:..:T'---r' _HUM_,....o_R_..,-_P_L_o .... T_ ...... _c_HA_R_AT"C_TE_R,'..:.;A:::S.::::S.:::.O.:::.CI:;:;A:,:.;T=.:I::!O~N:.::S:..,'--TO_TT'"A_L_ r: 
I 
:1 I L D I L D. L D I L D I L D I 
--.~NbMB~"'""E""R,.....,.o"'F~1--...----.--...--...----.--...---...-----.--...--- II 
ORAL 26 I I 4 4 I 34 I 0 j, 
RESPONSES 1 '\ 
I 24 I I 24 I 0 
li NUMBER OF 
I PICTURED 
~~RE~S~PO~N~S~E~S~-' --------------------------------------
f In both oral responses and pictures, plot was the element of 
i greatest interest. In oral responses, character and personal 
1 association had four responses each indicating that element as 
li, most interesting. !i I! 
I COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY ,, 
--------------------------------------r, "'NUMB....,"'E""R,......,O"'F"'"NUMB~"""'E"'R,.....,.O""F :1 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
"I liked it because the Turtle got lost." 
"I liked it because the Turtle got home. II 
"I liked it because the Fox got fooled." 
"I liked it because the fox brought turtle 
home. II 
"I liked it because I like stories about 
foxes." 
"I liked it because I have a little 
turtle. II 
"I liked it because I had a little turtle. 
I ORAL I PICTURED ': 
I RESPONSES I RESPONSES I' 
2 
4 
5 
I 
15 
4 
3 
II I 1 
7 
27 
0 
0 
0 
41. 
STORY XXIV One Little Feather 
I In the comprehension check the possible score was 8 
I The mean score was 7.5 . The standard deviation was .84 
li 
il 
I 
I 
I 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
ELEMENTS OF' HUMOR PLOT PERSONAL INTEREST oCHARACTER'ASSOCIATIONS' 
L D L D L D 
NUMBER OF 
ORAL I 24 I 1 I 
RESPONSES I 
NUMBER OF 
PICTURED I 24 I 1 I 
RESPONSES I 
In oral responses and pictures, plot was 
greatest interest. In both groups there 
response in the element of plot. 
L D 
I 
I 
the element of 
was a negative 
TOTAL 
L D 
24 I 1 
24 I 1 
i! ,, 
,, 
i! 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY :1 
I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF il 
REASONS FOR LIKES ' ORAL 1 PICTURED if 
-
--------------------7' RE:=S:::;P:.;O::.:N,S:.:E:.:S::,'r-RE=S:.:P..::O;:;Nc:S:E::::Si! i! 
"I liked it because the animals found white' 
hen asleep with feathers." 
"I liked it because the animals went to 
help white hen. " 
"I liked it because the hen lost only one 
feather." 
"I didn't like it because the hen lost 
feathers." 
2 5 
2 6 
20 13 
1 1 
II 
I' 
.I '~2 ii ~ 
r: I 
I STORY XXV Tink - Tink - Tinkle 
I 
11 In the comprehension check the possible score was 5 
,, 
1 The mean score was 4. 75 • The standard deviation was 1.02. 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
I ELEMENTS OF I I I PERSONAL I 
INTEREST I HUMOR PLOT tCHARACTER'ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
rl ,L D ,L ,D ,L D I L D I L D 
'I NUMBER OF 
I ORAL 
I 28 I I 2 I 30 I 0 
RESPONSES I 
I NUMBER OF I PICTURED I 28 I I 28 I 0 I 
I 
II 
1143 
II 
:r 
:RESPONSES 
....:;=:.:.====---------------------------- ,, 
In both oral and picture response plot was the element of 
greatest interest and character of least interest. 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
,, 
II ,, 
!I ,, 
'I :: 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
1 NUMBER OF 1 NUMBER OF ,
11 'RES~~~ES: ~~~=S 'i 
"I liked it when Susan could not find the 
children." 6 
"I liked it when the children played hide 
I and seek." 3 
i"I liked it when Susan saw Organ Man and 
i Monkey coming." 2 
I
"I liked it because the Monkey helped Susan' 
find the children." 6 
I 
I
"I liked it when the children ran out to 
see the monkey and hear the music." 11 
'I 
' 
"I liked it because I like monkeys." 2 
9 
0 
9 
0 
10 
0 
'I 
II 
i 
STORY XXVI A Funny Monkey 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 
_......;6:__. 
The mean score was 4.33 . The standard deviation was 1.63. 
ELEMENTS 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
OF 1 I I I PERSONAL I 
INTEREST I HUMOR I PLOT 1 CHARACTER 1 ASSOCIATIONS 1 TOTAL 
' L ' D : L D : L ' D: L ' D : L 
I 
I I I I I I 
NUMBER OF I I I I I I I I I I 
ORAL I 6 I I 15 I I 10 I I I I 31 I 
RESPONSES I I I I I I I I I I 
NUMBER OF I f f I f f f I I I 
PICTURED I 9 I I 10 I I 8 I I I I 27 I 
RESPONSES I I I I I I I I I I 
I In both oral and picture response, plot was the element of 
greatest interest. The areas of character and humor in this 
story were equally appealing. This is the only story in the 
group showing strong emphasis on these two points. 
D 
0 
0 
44 
r! 
il 
i 
i 
~ COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY :i 
I
I ----------------------., .. NUM"""'B"'E"'R.,...,.O""F;-r'"N'"UMB'rn';'E;;;R;;--;O""F ii 
REASONS FOR LIKES 1 ORAL 1 PICTURED ;, 
I RESPONSES I RESPONSES :i 
"I liked it because the monkey ran up the 
tree when the engine came. " 
"I liked it when the monkey ran down when 
the man left." 
"I liked it because you never know wha):; a 
monkey will do." 
i "I liked it because I like monkey and 
organ grinder." 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
5 
15 
1 
10 
-
I 
I 
I 9 
I 
I 
I 10 
I 
I 
I 0 
I 
I 
I 8 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
--
STORY XXVII The Street Sprinkler 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 8 
__;;:___ 
The mean score was 7.29 . The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
ELEMENTS OF I 
INTEREST HUMOR PLOT 
I I PERSONAL I 
1 CHARACTER 1 ASSOCIATIONS 1 TOTAL 
II 1 45 
li 
I I I I I I I ,, 
I L D I L D L D I L D I L D ,, 
"""'t!NtlMBmKiS'EC"Rrroo"'F,..--.--.---.--.---r--..---.---.---.--.--- li 
il ORAL I 2 I 23 I I 25 I 0 ' j, RESPONSES I i -T.NUMB~~E;.sR;;;;;;O~Fr-r--.---,---,--.---,.--T"'--T"'---,---T"'-- :: 
PICTURED I 26 I I 26 I 0 ,! 
RESPONSES I 
In both oral and picture response the element of greatest 
interest was plot, humor was of least interest. 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
,j 
---------------------r-rl "NTIUMM'5B"E'i5R""""b"F"~'1 "NUMB7run;;EoR""""O'B'F !i 
ORAL 1 PICTURED ' 
1 RESPONSES 1 RESPONSES 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
"I liked it because the dog ran into 
the street and got wet by street 
sprinkler." 
"I liked it because the children called 
Flip. II 
"I liked it because Flip went into sun to 
dry." 
"I liked it because it was funny when Flip 1 
got wet." 
20 
2 
l 
2 
19 
5 
2 
0 
·i 
,, 
I STORY XXVIII Going to the Barber Shop 
I In the comprehension check the possible score was 
i 
/1 The mean score was 5. 80 • 
,, 
The standard deviation was 
i DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
ELEMENTS OF I 
6 
.84 
INTEREST HUMOR 
I I PERSONAL I 
PLOT rCHARACTER'ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
I L D I L ,D,L D, L D ,L D 
NUMBER OF I 
ORAL I 3 I 25 I I l l I I 29 I 
RESPONSES I . NUMBER OF 
PICTURED I 28 I I 28 I 
RESPONSES I 
I 
In both the oral and picture response plot was the element of 
greatest interest and character of least interest. One child 
[disliked the story because of the plot. 
l 
0 
I 
il 'l6 
I' :I 
lj 
!i 
I' .I ;r 
': 
' 
' li 
' 
I COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
I I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF :: 
I 
REASONS FOR LIKES ' ORAL 'PICTURED : 
I RESPONSES I RESPONSES !I 
"I liked it when they were going to the 
Barber Shop." 
"I liked it when Barber cut doll's hair." 
"I liked it when the children took doll to 1 
the Barber Shop." 
15 
10 
5 
14 
12 
2 
STORY XXIX At the Toy Shop 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 6 
!The mean score was 4.75. The standard deviation was 
I DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
I SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
I ELEMENTS OF I I I PERSONAL I INTEREST I HUMOR PLOT ,CHARACTER'ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
1! I L D I L D, L D I L D I L D 
'il NUMBER OF ORAL I 21 I I 10 I I 2 2 I 35 I 0 
II RESPONSES I 
I NUMBER OF' 
' PICTURED I 12 I 
I RESPONSES' 
8 I 5 I 25 I 0 
lin both the oral and picture response humor was the element of 
!greatest interest, and character of least interest. One child 
!disliked the story because of the plot. 
! 
II COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF !, Iii. 
l
i, REASONS FOR LIKES ORAL 1 PICTURED 
'RESPONSES'RESPONSES d-------------------------.,,..:.::=::.;::;==,.,==..::::.== 
I 
i"I liked it because it was funny when the 
I dog jumped in the window. " 
I 
II" I liked it because dog wanted Teddy. 11 
1: 11 I liked it because dog pretended he was a ' 
II toy." 
li" I liked it because I like toy shops. 11 
I 
I
I"I liked it because my dog does funny 
1 things too. " 
j, . 
I I, 
21 12 
9 8 
l 0 
2 5 
2 0 
STORY XXX Flip at the Gate 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 10 
The mean score was 8.61 • The standard deviation was .68 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
I 
!48 
<I 
li 
,I 
!' 
I 
""E'i'"fJE'E'MME'imNmT<"S""""'O;;;FTt -----.----Ti -----,, -;;P'I\<E15R"'Sr:O"N7AL.,.---,,----- [, 
INTEREST HUMOR PLOT 'CHARACTER' ASSOCIATIONS, TOTAL 
1 -===-~-....-~-.-----.---,---.==~=:..-----.--ri 
,L D,L ,D,L D, L D ,L D
1 
NUMBER OF 
ORAL I l 
RESPONSES I 
NUMBER OF 
PICTURED I 
RESPONSES I 
I 24 I l I I 25 I l 
I 28 I I 28 I 0 
In both oral and picture response plot was the element of 
;• greatest interest and humor of the least interest. This story ri 
,, 
was disliked by one child because of plot. , 
:i 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY i! 
I 
I 
-----------------------.,...,NU"""MBi'O';;E""R~O:;;F;-r1...,N"'UMBc;:rn:;;E""R~O:nF lj 
REASONS FOR LIKES I ORAL I PICTURED ' 
" 'RESPONSES 'RESPONSES 1
1
' 
"I liked it when Flip ran out of the gate 
and could not get back in." 
"I liked it when the mailman let Flip in." ' 
"I liked it because Ben did not let Flip 
in." 
"I liked it when Flip got back in." 
"I liked it because it was funny when Flip ' 
could not get back in the yard." 
"I didn't like it when Ben didn't let Flip ' 
in. 11 
10 
10 
0 
4 
l 
1 
12 
9 
3 
4 
0 
0 
STORY XXXI One Spring Morning 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 
I The mean score was 4. 50 • The standard deviation was 
'I 
li DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
:[ 
5 i! 
1.03 
RD~~~~-------,~~~~~~~~='-,P~~nAT.L-,,~~~--1 
HUMOR PLOT 1 CHARACTER'ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
I L L D I L D I L D I 
NUMBER OF I 
ORAL 
RESPONSES I 
NUMBER OF I 
PICTURED 
RESPONSES I 
I 29 I 
I 29 I 
4 I I 33 I 0 
I 29 I 0 
i In both oral and picture response, 
i greatest interest and character of 
plot was the element of 
least interest. 
' I 
I COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
"I liked it because I like ponies. " 4 0 
"I liked it because the pony ran around 
looking for Tom. II 4 9 
1: 
"I liked it when Tom is in bed and pony 
wakes him up by coming to the window. " 16 16 ,I 
I "I liked it when his Aunt let him sleep. II 4 3 
I "I liked it when Tom wanted to ride the 5 1 
pony. II 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
:I 
I 
49 
l_o 11~ 
,, 
,, 
STORY XXXII Fish for Dinner 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 7 
The mean score was 5.67 . The standard deviation was 1.33 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
ELEMENTS OF I I I PERSONAL I ii 
INTEREST HUMOR PLOT 1 CHARACTER 1 ASSOCIATIONS 1 TOTAL ii 
-====--,r--r-.--.---.-,-----,r==r==:::.,--,----:1 
L D L D L D L D L D 1. 
II 
~NUMB=""E""'R......,OF..-r--...---r---r--.--~--..--...,----,--~--~' 
ORAL I 4 
RESPONSES I 
NUMBER OF 
PICTURED I 13 
RESPONSES I 
I 22 I 
I 12 I 
4 
1 
In the oral response plot was the element of greatest 
In picture response humor was the element of greatest 
Personal association was of least interest. 
I 
I 
30 I 0 
26 I 0 i ~ li 
!I 
:I 
interest.;. 
interest. ,• 
'I 
I 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 11 
!j 
--------------------,I~NUMBrn>.nErnR~O~Frr1~NUMB=~E~R~O~~~ 
REASONS FOR LIKES 1 ORAL 'PICTURED ' 
1 RESPONSES' RESPONSES fi 
"I liked it because Susan caught the 
biggest fish." 
"I liked it because it was funny when the 
little ones caught big fish and big ones 
caught the little fish." 
"I liked it because I like to go fishing." ' 
22 
4 
4 
12 
13 
1 
I 
I 
STORY XXXIII Flip at the Brook 
I In the comprehension check the possible score was 
The mean score was 9.29 . The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST \VITHIN STORY 
10 
.8 
1 ~E7L~EMME~N~T~s~o~F·,---------.--------,,---------.,--~P~E~Rns~o~N~AL~-.,---------
INTEREST HUMOR PLOT tCHARACTER'ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
I L D I L I D I L D I L D I L D 
NUMBER OF 
ORAL I 3 I 31 I I 34 I 0 il 
~RE~S~P~O~N~S~E~S-,-' ---r----r--.--~--..,,.---..-----.-----r--,...-- :1 NUMBER OF I 
i ...!.!~:!:!I~~T!..:Pgru::::;N~S~~::::S~'----------'-2_5_' -------------' _2_5_' __ o_ il 
I
I In both oral and picture response, plot was the element of 1.1 
!greatest interest and humor of least interest. 
'I COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY iJ 
II 
I
I I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF i 
REASONS FOR LIKES ORAL 'PICTURED 1 
'RESPONSES'RESPONSES 
,1 ~1' "I liked it because the dog thought the turtle was a ball." I 
"I liked it because the dog brought the 
turtle to the children." 
,"I liked it because Flip couldn't catch 
1 the bunny, bees or ducks." 
I 
I"I liked it because the children were at 
1 the brook fishing." 
I 
.-.-:: ... ,..., Uni''ller-~rt'; 
Sc.1 ·L· _ · !: . :. -· ~~.Jn 
3 0 
21 ll 
9 8 
l 6 
51 
STORY XXXIV The Big Noise 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 6 
The mean score was 5.70 • The standard deviation was 
! 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
.97 ii 
" il 
'I 
" i ~ETL~EMMEUhlN~T~S~O~F~~---------,--------,,---------.,--np~EnRnSAO~N~ATL--''--------- 1 
INTEREST HUMOR PLOT r CHARACTER, ASSOCIATIONS, TOTAL ! ~~==~--.---~--.----.--.---.----r~~~~~T----.---1 
L D L D L D L D L D 
NUMBER OF I 
ORAL 
RESPONSES I 
NUMBER OF 
PICTURED 
RESPONSES I 
I 28 I 4 T I 28 I 4 
I 27 I I 1 I 28 I 0 
I 
In both the oral and picture the greatest element 
was plot and the character of least interest. 
of interest 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
I "I liked it when the pony won the race." 
1 "I liked the race the pony had with the i tractor." 
i 
!"I liked it when the children went to the 
I barn to find what the noise was." 
I 
"I liked it when the boys ran out in the 
fields after the tractor." 
"I liked it when pony was afraid of the 
tractor and came for Tom." 
"I liked it because Tom got a ride on the 
tractor." 
"I liked the tractor." 
1NUMBER OF'NUMBER OF 
ORAL 'PICTURED 
'RESPONSES'RESPONSES 
14 11 
0 8 
5 7 
0 1 
5 0 
4 0 
0 l 
I
"I didn't like it because the girls didn't ' 
get a ride." 4 0 
52 
STORY XXXV A Funny Party 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 5 
The mean score was 4.49 . The standard deviation was 
i' 
li 
---.!.' :!..::.98;_. II 
I! DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
,\ 
'I L 
"'E,.LE""MErn!I'NrnT'I!lS~O~F,.,,.-------,.----r, ----"T1-""PE"'R ...S"'O""N""AL...,..-1,------f! 
INTEREST HUMOR PLOT r CHARACTER r ASSOCIATIONS r TOTAL 1! 
.....:;;;:.:.=.:==='---r---,----,.--r----,--,.--"'T"-==:;:.:.::;===.---.--11 
L D • L D • L D :
1 
L D I L ,D 
NUMBER OF 0 II, ORAL I 8 I 20 I I 28 I 
-nREmiiSi!PirO~N;::;S:;;:E'i!IS-.' __ ,---.--,--,---.--,---,----.--,--~11 NUMBER oF 
PICTURED I 2 I 24 I I 26 I 0 
RESPONSES I 
In both the oral and picture response plot was the element of 
greatest interest and humor was of least interest. 
i 
!I COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
I' 
----------------------,.1"'N"'UMB=E'"'R......,O""F"'""'1 N"'UMB"""""E""R,......,.O""'F11 
I ORAL 'PICTURED 'I 
'RESPONSES' RESPONSEs!, 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
"I liked it when the girls made cakes and 
went for a walk in the garden." 
"I liked it because the hens ate the 
corn." 
"I liked it because the hens had a party 
instead of the girls." 
"I liked it because it was funny for hens 
to have the party. " 
4 
16 
0 
8 
9 
i: 
'I I! 
'I I. 
13 
2 
2 
;! 
~==#-i)c' =--==== 
ii 
I' 
STORY XXXVI Good Farmers 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 
The mean score was 9.29 • The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
10 
.8 
ELEMENTS OF I 
INTEREST HUMOR PLOT 
I I PERSONAL I 
1 CHARACTER 1 ASSOCIATIONS 1 TOTAL 
1
1 NUMBER OF 
L D L D L D L D L D 
,I ORAL I 2 
1
1 RESPONSES ' 
I
I NUMBER OF 
PICTURED 
I 20 I 
I 24 I 
2 I 24 I 0 
I 3 I 27 I Q 
i RESPONSES I ,~~~~~~-------------------------------------------------------
!In both the oral and picture response, plot was the element of jgreatest interest. Both personal association and humor were 
lthe elements of least interest. 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
I 'NUMBER OF 1NUMBER OF 
' REASONS FOR LIKES ORAL 'PICTURED 11---------------------~' :.:R:E::.S:..PO::.N:..::S:::..:E:::..:S::.,.:1 RE=S:..:Pc..::O;.:.N:.=S:::E:::.S 
j "I liked it because it started to rain for ' 
1 them and they didn ' t have to water. 11 
I" I liked it because three children were 
I making a garden. 11 
I
"I liked it because father got children to ' 
work 11 
'I • 
I
"I liked it because children and uncle 
were working in the garden." 
I 
"I liked it because I like a garden." 
16 
6 
2 
0 
0 
14 
7 
0 
3 
3 
I 54 
I' II 
II 
i' 
,I 
" 1.1 
'I I• ,, 
STORY XXXVII Home Again 
In the comprehension check the possible score was --~5 __ _ 
The mean score was 3.69 . The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
.92 
,, 
ii d ,, 
i 
ELEMENTS OF I I I PERSONAL I 
INTEREST HUMOR PLOT 1 CHARACTER 1 ASSOCIATIONS 1 TOTAL ,, 
-====::.::..-..----,---.,-----,...--..----r--.,...:;=:.::..:::..r===..--....,.-- il 
' L ' D : L ' D : L ' D : L ' D ' L ' D i: 
-NUMBE""~~Ro.O~F~1.---.---~----~--~--.---~----~----~.---.---- ': 
ORAL 
RESPONSES I 
NUMBER OF 
PICTURED 
RESPONSES I 
I 28 I 
I 28 I 
2 I 30 I 0 
I 28 I 0 
In both the oral and picture response, plot was the element of 
greatest interest and personal association of least interest. 
I
I _____ c_o_M_P_AR_Is_o_N_s_o_F_P_u_PI_L_RE_A_s_o_N_s_F_o_R_L_I_K•I"N .. G"'T"'H;;';E'r"?S~T"O"R .. Y=i5'5"~ 
I
I I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF 
REASONS FOR LIKES ORAL 1 PICTURED 
II I RESPONSES I RESPONSES ~~-.. -I-l_i_k_e_d_i_t_b_e_c_a_u_s_e_t_h_e_c_h_i_l_d_r_e_n_w_e_r_e ___ .,..:.=~==:::,.====~ 
trying to guess the surprise." 
"I liked it because the children told 
father and mother what they did at the 
farm." 
"I liked it because the surprise was a 
garden." 
"I liked it because they were glad to have 
a garden." 
"I liked it because we have a garden." 
"I liked it because I like to ride on a 
train." 
8 6 
4 4 
9 13 
I 
7 2 
l 0 
1 3 
:I 
I 
il 
' 
n 
,, 
' 
STORY XXXVIII Ducks Like Rain 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 5 
. The mean score was 3.81 • The standard deviation was_~·~7~9-
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
II 
'I I, 
I II 
!I 
'i 
' I! 
I !, 
I' 
,! 
II 
~~~~~--------.-----~------~--rrm~~.-,--------11 ELEMENTS OF I I I PERSONAL I II 
INTEREST HUMOR PLOT , CHARACTER, ASSOCIATIONS , TOTAL 'I ~~~~----~--------.-~------~~~~~~,_--,----!, 
....,....,,.....,........,...,....r-L-...,.--D---.-L--'.--D--r-L-...,.--D---.' __ L_....,... __ D_.....,..' _L_..,...._D_IIII NUMBER OF 
ORAL I 9 I 17 I I 4 3 I 33 I 0 il 
-wREr.S~P~O~N~S~E~S~'~--~--~----~--r---~--~-----r------~--~---ll NUMBER OF ·11 
PICTURED I 7 I 18 I I 25 I 0 ....:..:RE=S:;;;.P=-O;:.;N:.:.:S"'E;;.;S"-'------------------------------------1~ 
1i 
In both the oral and picture response, plot was the element of 
'greatest interest, and personal association of least interest. il 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIK~:~ ~;~::MBER OF I 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
"I liked it because 
I
. to go to the brook 
"I liked it because 
splashing." 
the ducks didn't have 
to splash." 
the ducks had fun 
"I liked it because it was funny when the 
ducks thought it rained." 
ORAL I PICTURED 
'RESPONSES'RESPONSES 
I I 
2 8 
15 10 
5 7 
"I liked it because it was a funny kind of ' 
rain that wet the ducks." 4 
4 
0 
0 "I like ducks." 
"I liked it because the ducks had a good 
time splashing, and I do too." 3 0 
I 
I' 
I! ,, 
• ii 
II 
I! 
:I 
·' 
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STORY XXXIX Mr. Rabbit and the Two Ducks il 
/i In the comprehension check the possible score was _ _,;:.8_ ,I 
.84 ·II 
' 
The mean score was 7.5 . The standard deviation was 
ii 
i' 
I! 
:! 
'I!IT';';'iin;;:lll!l';-;~r-----"'r"----r-----"'r"--....,..,.., ..... ,.,....-..----- il ELEMENTS OF I HUMOR PLOT I I PERSONAL I I 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
INTEREST 1 CHARACTER 1 ASSOCIATIONS 1 TOTAL il 
L D L D L D L D L D li 
-;:.;;NUMB;ru;;;;;EI'6"R-:O~F;-r---,r--r--.---.--,---,r--.----.--...,--jj 
ORAL 1 4 1 22 1 1 26 1 0 1,.'1 
RESPONSES 1 
=~g' 1 25 1 1 l 1 26 1 0 [j 
RESPONSES 1 I, 
I 
In both oral and picture response, plot was the element of 
greatest interest and character of least interest. 
I 
:I 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY II 
I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF I 
REASONS FOR LIKES 1 ORAL 1 PICTURED 
:RESPONSES: RESPONSES ,I 
"I liked it because duck carried rabbit 
across brook." 
"I liked it because ducks forgot about 
rabbit when they saw frog and rabbit fall 1 
in the water." 
"I liked it because rabbit got cabbage." 
"I liked it because the rabbit was looking 1 
across the brook at the garden." 
"I liked it because the rabbit asked ducks 1 
to take him across." 
"I liked it because I liked the garden." 
9 
14 
3 
0 
0 
0 
3 
l 
0 
12 
9 
l 
jl 
d jl 
II 
li 
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STORY XL Spring Gardens 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 6 ! 
I' 
1 The mean score was 5.43 . The standard deviation was .83 
II 
I 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
ELEMENTS OF 1 . HUMOR 
INTEREST 
L 
NUMBER OF 
ORAL I 4 
RESPONSES 1 
NUMBER OF 
PICTURED 
RESPONSES I 
D 
PLOT 
L D 
I 27 I 
I 27 I 
I I PERSONAL I 
,CHARACTER,ASSOCIATIONS' 
L D L D 
TOTAL 
L D 
I 31 I 0 
I 27 I Q 
'I 
II
. In both oral and picture responses, plot was the 
greatest interest and humor of least interest. 
element of 
''!
l ____ c_o_M_P_AR_I_s_o_N_s_o_F_P_u_PI_L_RE_A_s_o_N_S_F_o_R_L_I_K-ri""N"'G"'T""HE""""..,.S'""T""O""'R""Y"""""""'"""""" i 
1 NUMBER OF 1 NUMBER OF '1. 
,.
1 
REASONS FOR 'LIKES • ORAL • PICTURED . 
I 'RESPONSES 'RESPONSES!! 
I I I I 
1 "I liked it because the bees made honey for' .1 
· the bear. " 9 20 
I "I liked it when Mrs. Bear brought honey to' ij 
II' the party. " 9 4 '1 
, "I liked the gardens growing. " l 3 ij 
I• 
"I liked it when the fox, squirrel and 
bunny planted what they like to eat." 
"I liked it because it was funny when Mrs. ' 
Bear planted flowers. The other animals 
thought she had nothing to eat." 
8 
4 
I 
'!! 0 
0 
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STORY XLI Up the Hill 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 6 
The mean score was 4.93. The standard deviation was 1.13 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
NUMBER OF 
ORAL 
RESPONSES I 
NUMBER OF 
I 29 I 6 I 35 I 
PICTURED I I I 24 I I I I I I 24 I 
II RESPONSES I I I I I I I I I I 
0 
0 
I, 
I
I In both the oral and picture response, plot was the element of 
I 
greatest interest and personal association was of least 
II interest. 
I COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY : 
I ----------------------,-, NU"UMrn;;-B61E""R5""(0"F"1"NwUMBmrer~:E~R;'{'\O~F :r 
• oRAL ·PICTURED r: 
I RESPONSES I RESPONSES !: 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
"I liked it because the rabbit finally 
1 made the hill." 
"I liked it when the rabbit got to 
Auntie's." 
"I liked it when the bee told him he could ' 
make it and he did." 
"I liked it because the rabbit got cabbage ' 
pie. " 
"I liked it because it is fun coming down 
hill on a bicycle.'' 
21 21 
2 2 
3 0 
3 l 
6 0 
STORY XLII About a Bee 
,
1
 In the comprehension check the possible score was 
The mean score was 9.29 • The standard deviation was 
10 
.8 
I DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
I SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
ELEMENTS OF' HUMOR PLOT 'cHARACTER' PERSONAL ' 
INTEREST I 'ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
I L D I L D I L D 
NUMBER OF I 
ORAL I 2 
RESPONSES I 
I 20 I 1 I I 22 I 1 
NUMBER OF ' 
PICTURED 
RESPONSES I 
' ' ' 
I 25 ' 
' 
I 25 I 0 
In both the oral and picture response, plot was the element of 
greatest interest and humor was of least interest. One child 
disliked the story because of the plot. 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
"I liked it because the animals bought 
what they sold." 
"I liked it because the animals sold 
things and got money." 
'NUMBER OF 1NUMBER OF 
ORAL 'PICTURED 
'RESPONSES'RESPONSES 
14 0 
9 4 
"I liked it because the bee came back home ' 
with honey. " 0 9 
"I liked it because the bee gathers honey 
to sell." 
"I liked it because the bee and hen go to 
Mr. Goat's store,." 
0 
0 
11 
1 
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STORY XLIII Little Yellow Chick 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 6 _ _.;;._• 
The mean score was 5.89 • The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
ELEMENTS OF' 
INTEREST 
NUMBER OF 
HUMOR 
L D 
PLOT 
L 
I I PERSONAL I 
1 CHARACTER 1 ASSOCIATIONS 1 
D1 L D L D 
l. 
TOTAL 
L D 
1/ 
I 
II 
II 
•' 
II 
,, 
I !! 
'I 
·rr 
II 
I 
,I 
!I 
If 
II 
I, I 
' !! ORAL I 30 I I 30 I 0 ,, 
~RE;;:;;;S:,;P;oO;;N.;.:S::;E~S~,.1 --..,.-----,---r---.---..,.-----,---r---~---.---1! NUMBER OF ,, 
PICTURED I 28 I I 28 I 0 II 
RESPONSES I il 
_..:;=.::...:::==---------------------------1,,'1 
In both oral and picture response, plot was the only element 
of interest. :, 
li 
I PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY I' 
I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF Ill 
COMPARISONS OF 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
"I liked it because Little Yellow Chick 
couldn't cross the puddle." 
"I liked it because all the animals tried 
to help Little Yellow Chick cross the 
puddle." 
"I liked it when Mother Hen told her to 
walk around." 
"I liked it when Little Yellow Chick 
walked around." 
I ORAL I PICTURED i 
I RESPONSES I RESPONSES II 
I I I: 
5 7 II 
n 
li 
I 
15 9 
5 12 
5 0 
61. 
STORY XLIV Baby Bear 
In the comprehension check the possible score was 5 
-~-
The mean score was 4.75 • The standard deviation was 
DISTRIBUTION OF ORAL AND PICTURED RESPONSES 
SHOWING ELEMENTS OF INTEREST WITHIN STORY 
ELEMENTS OF • PERSONAL 
INTEREST HUMOR PLOT •CHARACTER'ASSOCIATIONS' TOTAL 
f L D f L D I L I D I L D I L D 
NUMBER OF 
ORAL I 24 I 2 I f 26 I 0 
RESPONSES I 
NUMBER OF 
PICTURED I 26 I 2 I I 28 I 0 
RESPONSES I 
In both the oral and picture response, plot was the element of 
greatest interest and character of least interest. 
COMPARISONS OF PUPIL REASONS FOR LIKING THE STORY 
II 
1 o2 
I 
,, 
I' 
,! 
II li 
li 
I' 
' !i 
,, 
I! 
~ I 
i 
,I 
' it 
II 
I' ,I 
REASONS FOR LIKES 
I NUMBER OF I NUMBER OF II 
' ORAL 1 PICTURED I! 
f RESPONSES I RESPONSES II 
"I liked it because Mother Bear tries to 
put Baby Bear to sleep." 
"I liked it because Father Bear sang Baby 
Bear to sleep." 
"I liked it because all the animals try to 1 
get Baby Bear to sleep." 
"I liked it because Father Bear went out 
for honey." 
"I liked it because Baby Bear cried." 
"I liked it because I like bears." 
4 5 
16 14 
3 4 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 
Chapter III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to: 
1. Discover if first grade children like or dislike 
stories from a basal reader. 
2. The reasons for their likes or dislikes. 
:I 
'I 
il 
I 
If 
lj 
I 
il 
I 
3· The elements of the story most interesting to them< 
To accomplish this, forty-four stories from the Ginn 
and Company basal reader, On Cherry Street, were read to three 
first grade classes. After every story was read, it was 
checked in one of three ways. 
LIMITATIONS 
The limitations of this study were: 
1. The number of participants was restricted. 
2. The geographical distribution of the participants 
was narrow. 
3. The three different responses were made by three 
different groups, rather than one, due to the 
time element. 
===== -----
il 
ij 
I 
il 
'I 
ij 
:I 
II I, 
~3 0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
;I 
'I 
I 
CONCLUSIONS 
From this survey, made in three first grade classes, 
from three varied suburban communities of Metropolitan Boston, 
the following conclusions were drawn: 
1. The high scores on the comprehension check 
indicated that the stories were understood. 
2. Most of the children liked the stories from the 
Ginn and Company basal reader, On Cherry Street. 
3. The children liked the stories because of the 
elements of: 
a) plot 
b) humor 
c) character 
d) personal associations 
4. Plot was the element of greatest interest. 
5· Humor was the element of interest that rated 
6. 
7· 
second. 
Character and Personal Association were of least 
importance. 
Some stories were disliked because of unpleasant 
personal associations similar to the following: 
a) 
b) 
c) 
"I don't like airplanes zooming 
overhead." 
"I don't like dresses alike. ,I don't 
like to dress like my sister." 
"I would want a new sled, not an old one 
fixed over." 
64 
d) "Bread! What a thing to have a story 
about. I don't like bread." 
PROBLEMS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. Further analysis of pictures produced in this 
study. 
2. To conduct a similar study using a larger group 
children. 
3. To conduct a similar study using a wider 
geographical area. 
4. To conduct a similar study having the three 
responses made by each group. 
55 
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I TIME FOR SCHOOL 
II 
III 
1. Were Tom and Betty going to School? 
2. Did Flip want to stay home? 
3. Did Flip see Tom's blue mittens? 
4. Did Flip run to the school house and 
jump on the door? 
5. Did Flip go into school? 
THE BIRTHDAY CHAIR 
1. Did Flip sit in the birthday chair? 
2. Did the children laugh? 
3. Did Tom tell Flip to sit in the 
birthday chair? 
4. Did the children sing "Happy Birthday" 
to Flip? 
5. Did Flip want to go home? 
AIRPLANE DAY 
1. Were the children making boats in 
school? 
2. Was Miss Hill pleased with what the 
children were doing? 
3. Did the children bring airplanes to 
school? 
4. Did the big airplanes zoom over the 
school? 
5. was this a good Airplane Day? 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
I 
I 
lr s7 
I 
I 
No il 
!I 
No ji 
il 
No ij 
!i 
il 
No ij 
No I 
l:i 
No il 
No I 
I 
'd 
No // 
I 
i No i 
ij 
No II/ 
II 
il 
'I 
No ,/ 
'I 
il No ,, 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes i No '' II 
r 
II 
I 
II 
v 
TOM AND HIS POCKETS 
1. Did Tom go over and over? 
2. Did Tom have anything left in his 
pockets? 
3. Did the children help pick up the 
things? 
4. Did they leave the apple on the floor? 
5. Did Tom say I have all my toys again? 
BETTY'S NEW SCHOOL BAG 
1. Did Betty get her green book? 
2. Did Frisky Kitten see the new red and 
blue bag? 
3. Did Frisky Kitten go into the bag? 
4. Did Betty want to show Tom her new 
school bag? 
rl I, 
!I 
Yes No il 
II 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
5. Was Betty's new bag for little kittens? Yes No 
.::;s 
VI BETTY AND NAN 
l 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Were Betty and Nan sisters? Yes 
was Nan happy about her new dress? Yes 
Did both dresses have big pockets? Yes 
Were the dresses just alike? Yes 
were the girls surprised? Yes 
., 
:r No ,
1 
l1 
No 11 
No II 
r! 
No ,1 
'1[ 
No i\ 
--'=------ -=- :---.c=_--.:::=--.:.=- ---:::....=------~ 
I 
II 
II 
VII 
~ 
VIII 
STORY TIME AT SCHOOL 
l. 
2. 
3. 
Did Betty have a new story book? 
Was Frisky Kitten in the story book? 
Did Kitten Cat look like Frisky 
Kitten? 
4. Did Betty say it was a good story for 
story time? 
5. Was it a good story to play? 
SCAT! SCAT! LITTLE CAT! 
l. Was Kitten Cat white? 
2. Did Kitten Cat want to find a home? 
3. Did Kitten Cat see a green house? 
4. Did the old woman in the green house 
like cats? 
5. Did the old man in the yellow house say 
he did not like cats? 
6. Did a big brown dog run under the tree? 
7. Did Kitten Cat want to go into the 
little white house? 
8. Did she sit down in the red wagon? 
9. Did Patty say she did not want Kitten 
Cat for her pet? 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
---~ =-----===-==·-, 
IX MR. SNOWMAN 
1. When the children saw the snow, did they 
want to go coasting? Yes 
il 
I 
No :1 
!I 
2. Did Susan want to keep the snowman's hands ',I 
" warm? Yes No 
3. Did the children want to surprise 
! 
Father? Yes 
4. Did Father think the snowman looked 
I 
No II 
il 
happy? Yes No 
5. Did Father help the children make the 
snowman look happy? Yes No 
X PAINTS AND PICTURES 
1. Did Betty run to get Nan to paint a big 
boat? 
2. Did Tom paint a boat? 
3. Was the airplane blue and red? 
4. Did Betty and Nan paint a boat? 
5. Did mother come into see the airplane? 
XI THE SURPRISE CAKE 
1. Did Tom like brown cake? 
2. Did Susan and Betty like white cake? 
3. Did Mother promise to make two cakes? 
4. Did the children put a new hat on 
Mr. Snowman? 
5. Did Susan say, "I like brown and white 
cake."? 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No ' 
Yes No ; 
,, 
I 
Yes No') 
I 
Yes :I il No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
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XII THE OLD SLED 
1. Did Torn want a new sled? 
2. Did Torn's Father buy him a new sled? 
3. Could Torn's Father fix old things to 
look like new? 
4. Did Tom help his father? 
5. Did Torn and his Father go to the hill 
with the sled? 
XIII DOWN CHERRY STREET HILL 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Did 3 boys have a sled race? 
Did Father say, "Let's see who'll win 
the race."? 
Did the blue sled go faster? 
Did Torn say it's a good sled? 
Did the old brown sled win? 
XIV THE BREAD WAGON 
1. Did Betty go to Mr. Mac's store for 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes Noi 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
I 
No, 
I 
No 'II 
il 
No II 
No 1/ 
I 
bread? Yes Nor I 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Did Mother say the wagon was too big 
to take for bread? Yes 
Did Torn and Jack walk down Cherry 
Street to the store? Yes 
Did Dick tell the boys he was going to 
Mr. Mac's store? Yes 
Did Jack tell Mr. Mac he wanted some 
' I 
' 
' 
i 
No ':1 
i( 
No ( 
i 
I 
No !
1 ~ I 
I 
cake? 
i 
Yes No' 
7:r 
6. Did Mr. Mac think the wagon looked like 
a bread wagon when the boys went home? Yes No 
7. Was the wagon too big when the boys put 
their bread in it? Yes No 
XV THE LOST POCKET 
1. Did Betty get dressed in a hurry? Yes No 
2. Was she hurrying to go to school? Yes No 
3. Had Betty put on the dress without 
pockets? Yes No 
4. Did her mother find the pocket for her? Yes No 
5. Had Betty really lost her pocket? Yes No 
XVI APPLES AND EGGS 
1. Did Betty and Susan run fast all the way 
.I II 
to buy eggs and apples? 
2. Did the money in Betty's pocket go 
jingle jingle? 
3. Did Betty ask Mr. Mac for oranges and 
bananas? 
4. Did mother call, "Did you drop the 
eggs?" 
5. Did Betty have the eggs at Mr. Mac's 
store? 
Yes No 1[ 
li ,, 
I; 
Yes No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No if 
' 
,I 
'I No 11 
:I 
lj 
' ,, 
No 1! 
:1 
' ,,
il, 
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il 
XVII 
XVIII 
WHERE IS BUNNY? 
1. Was Susan's Bunny lost? 
2. Did Betty and Tom take all the toys out 
of the toy box? 
3. Did they look in the playhouse? 
4. Did they find Bunny in the yard? 
5. Did Ben bring Bunny from the store in 
a box? 
6. Did Dick say, "There is nothing else in 
the box."? 
7. Did Ben find the eggs that had been left 
at the store? 
A PARTY FOR BEN 
1. Did the children want a party for the 
boy who had moved into the new house? 
2. was the party to be a surprise for Ben? 
3. Was Ben the milkman? 
4. Did Ben work in Mr. Mac's store? 
5. Did Mother make a cake for the party? 
6. Did Mother make the ice cream for the 
party? 
7. Did Mother telephone Mr. Mac to have 
Ben bring the ice cream? 
8. Was Ben surprised when he saw the cake? 
9. Did Ben know the ice cream was for him? 
10. Did everyone have a good time? 
I 
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I 
I 
i 
Yes No I 
Yes No II 
Yes No :1 
' Yes No i 
I 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No 
Yes No, 
I 
Yes No I 
Yes No 
Yes No, 
Yes Noi 
!I 
Yes No II 
" I 
!I 
Yes No II 
Yes No il 
Yes No 
1
1 
Yes No! 
' 
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il 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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XIX THE PANCAKE MAN 
l. Did the old man want the pancake for 
dinner? Yes No 
2. Did the pancake roll over the floor and 
out the door? Yes No 
3. Did the pancake stop when the old man 
called to him? Yes No il 
4. Did the bear catch the pancake and eat il 
! 
it? Yes No 
5. Did the pancake run away from the fox? Yes No 
XX THE MONKEY HOUSE 
XXI 
1. Did seven little monkeys sit in a tree? Yes No 
2. Was it raining and were they cold? 
3. When the sun came out, did they want to 
build a house? 
4. Did they play and have fun when the sun 
came out? 
5. Did they build a home to keep them dry 
and warm? 
FUNNY BUNNY RABBIT 
l. Did Funny Bunny Rabbit go to the store 
to buy some carrots? 
2. Did Funny Bunny Rabbitt lose the key to 
her house? 
3. Did someone get into Funny Bunny 
Rabbit's house? 
Yes No 1 
I 
Yes No/ 
i 
I 
Yes No 
1
11 
l1 
' 
Yes No 
I 
,I 
Yes No'! 
!j 
II ,, 
Yes No![ 
j, 
,j 
I 
Yes No :i 
-~-~-- --~----1 -~~ 
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4. Did the white lamb and the brown cow try 
to help the Bunny get into her house? Yes No 
5. Was the fox in the Bunny's house? Yes No 
6. Did the Bunny meet a little bee? Yes No 
7. Was the bee too little to be of any 
help? Yes No 
II 8. Did the little bee get into the house? Yes No 
il 9. Did the bee make the old goat get out !I ,, 
of the house? Yes No 
10. Was Bunny glad to get into her house and 
have her cabbage? Yes No 
XXII WEE LITTLE WOMAN 
1. Did the wee woman have a wee house and 
rl garden? Yes No 
!i I 2. Did the wee woman put on her wee hat? Yes No 
3. Did the scarecrow have a wee little !I 
I 
hat? Yes No 
4. Did the wee woman shout take my hat? Yes No 
5. Did the wee woman put the scarecrow's 
hat on her table? Yes No 
6. Did the wee voice say, "Give me back ii ij 
my hat. "? Yes No :r 
ill 7. Did the wee woman find the hat in the II 
wee cupboard in the morning? Yes No il 
I 
I 
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XXIII 
XXIV 
THE FOX AND THE TURTLE 
1. Did the turtle walk away from the brook 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
and up the hill? 
Could the turtle find his way home? 
Did Red Fox come along and want the 
turtle to sing? 
Did the fox drop the turtle in the 
brook because he sang? 
was the turtle happy when the fox 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
dropped him in the brook? Yes 
ONE LITTLE FEATHER 
1. Was this a story about a duck who lost 
her feathers? Yes 
2. Did the duck hear the red hen talking? Yes 
3. Did the duck hear exactly what the red 
hen said? Yes 
4. was the duck worried about the little 
i 
No' I 
No i 
I 
! 
No:) 
!I 
No'!/ 
il 
jl 
' I 
No I 
ij 
I 
,I 
!I 
No il 
1: 
No H 
\! 
il 
No :I 
:, 
:I 
hen? Yes No i 
5. 
6. 
was the turkey surprised when the duck :1 
'i 
told him about the hen? Yes No ir 
I 
! 
Did the turkey tell the lamb exactly ! 
what the hen told him? Yes No 
7. Did they all hurry to the hen house to 
help the hen? Yes 
8. Did they find a hen who had no feathers 
at all? Yes No 
-- - =-="Jr===== ~:o-=oo:-:..:..:- =--c:c=:_ - . ----------
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XXV TINK TINK TINKLE 
1. Could Susan find the children around the 
2. 
3. 
4. 
house? Yes 
Did she hear a funny noise go tink tink 
tinkle? Yes 
Did the organ go tink tink tinkle? Yes 
Did the monkey help Susan find the 
I 
Noi ,, 
',I 
il 
No :1 
il No,· 
I 
children? Yes No 
5. Did the children want to see the 
monkey? Yes No 
XXVI A FUNNY MONKEY 
XXVII 
l. Did the children give Tony some money? Yes No 
2. Did the big red fire engine come down 
the street fast? 
3. 
4. 
5. 
was Tony afraid? 
Did everyone want Tony to stay up in 
the tree? 
Did the organ grinder go down the 
street without Tony? 
6. Did Tony want to go with the organ 
grinder? 
THE STREET SPRINKLER 
l. Did a big fire engine come down the 
street? 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No I I 
I 
No 1 
,, 
il 
ii 
No \I 
I) 
., 
II 
No :,j 
Yes No 
Yes 
2. was water splashed all over the street? Yes 
3. was Flip afraid of the street sprinkler, 
and run away? Yes 
77 
4. Did Flip chase the sprinkler into the 
street? 
5. Did the children try to get Flip to 
6. 
7. 
8. 
come back? 
Did Flip get all wet? 
Did Flip think it was fun? 
Did Flip sit in the sun to dry off? 
il 
:1 
Yes No\j 
Yes No j 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No I 
I! 
d 
No 11 
:I 
No 'I 
'I 
XXVIII GOING TO THE BARBER SHOP 
','1 
:I ;j 
XXIX 
1. Did Betty go with Nan to the Barber 
shop? 
2. Did Betty take Patsy to the barber 
3. 
4. 
shop? 
Did Patsy have on a red dress? 
Did Nan and Betty go down Cherry St. 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
singing hoppity hop to the Barber shop? Yes 
5. 
6. 
Did Patsy like her haircut? Yes 
Did Mr. White cut Patsy's hair too? Yes 
AT THE TOY SHOP 
1. Did the girls ask the boys to go to 
No il 
;I 
:I ,, 
I 
No 
1 
No', 
:I 
II 
No :1 
I• 
No il 
I 
No i 
., 
I 
I 
'! 
look in the toy shop window? Yes No 
2. Did they pick out their favorite toys? Yes 
3. Did the little dog run into the toy 
shop and into the window? Yes 
4. Were the children surprised to see the 
dog in the window? Yes 
No" 
,j 
'I 
No il 
No 1 
I 
I 
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5. Did the dog like a doll in the window? Yes No 
6. Did the dog have to get out of the 
window because he was not a toy? Yes No 
XXX FLIP AT THE GATE 
:I 1. Was Flip playing in the street when the 
il gate closed? Yes No 
2. was Frisky Kitten playing with him? Yes No 
3. Did Flip jump over the gate? Yes No 
4. Did Flip want to get in the yard again? Yes No 
5. Did Ben open the gate for Flip? Yes No 
6. Did Flip try to open the gate himself? Yes No 
7. Did the milkman open the gate for Flip? Yes No 
8. Did the children open the gate for 
Flip? Yes No 
9. Did the postman open the gate? Yes No 
10. Was Flip happy to get back in the yard 
again? Yes No 
XXXI ONE SPRING MORNING I 
1. Did Uncle Fred tell Tom it was time to II 
,i 
get up to go to the barn? Yes No I 
II 2. Did Pony see Uncle Fred go to the barn? Yes No 
3. Did look in the window and say 
II 
Pony I 
'I 
hee hee? Yes No 
4. Did Tom go back to sleep after Pony 
called hee hee? Yes No 
5. Did Tom want to get up and go for a ride 
on pony? Yes No 
l:>O 
XXXII FISH FOR DINNER 
:r 
l. Did Betty and Tom think it was fun to go I 
il 
.,., fishing with Uncle Fred? Yes No I[ 
NJ 2. Did Tom and Betty have long poles? Yes 
NJ 3. Did Susan have a long pole? Yes 
rl 4. Did Aunt Susan give them big hats to 
:I wear? Yes No 
'r 
5. Did Tom and Betty want to catch the :r 
if biggest fish? Yes No 
6. Did Aunt Mary help them get their poles 
ready? Yes No II 
I 7. Did Susan catch the biggest fish? Yes No :I I 
I XXXIII I FLIP AT THE BROOK 
I l. Did the children want Flip to play with \[ I 'j 
I them? Yes No 
2. Did Flip run after a brown rabbit? Yes No 
3. Did Flip catch the rabbit? Yes No 
4. Did Flip meet the ducks? Yes No I 
I 5. Did the ducks chase Flip away? Yes No 
'I 6. Did Flip jump into the water with the I I 
'i 
ducks? Yes No I 
I 
7. Did Flip chase a yellow kitten? Yes No 
8. Did Flip get stung by a bee? Yes No 
9. Did Flip find something to play with at 
II 
'I 
I 
the brook? Yes No i 
'I 
10. Were the children glad Flip came? 
y., No !-
- "'- -== _:.=:_ __ "~~=-= :_ ~c.-.~-~~~:-
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XXXIV THE BIG NOISE II ,, 
l. Did Tom say what is that big noise? Yes No II 
ij 
~ 2. Did the animals make the big noise? Yes No il 
3. was the big noise the new tractor? Yes No II 
,[ 
4. Did Uncle Fred give Tom a ride on the i 
:i 
tractor? Yes No 'I II 
5. Did Pony like the tractor? Yes No !I ' 
6. Did the tractor win the race? Yes No I 
XXXV A FUNNY PARTY 
l. Did Susan and Betty make sand cakes? Yes No 
2. Did they find yellow corn to put in 
the cakes? Yes No 
3. Did they take Patsy for a walk in the 
garden while the cakes were baking? Yes No 
4. When White Hen, Brown Hen and Black Hen 
saw the corn in the cakes, did they run 
away? Yes No 
5. Were Betty and Susan surprised that their 
' 
party was for the hens? Yes No i) 
'I 
XXXVI GOOD FARMERS 
11 
l. was this story about farmers? Yes No :I 
II 
2. was it a story about winter time? Yes No ' I 
3. Did the children plant seeds? Yes No ll 
4. Did the children pat the ground around II 
il 
their little plant? Yes No !I 
5. Did the children work a long time? Y~:_No 1-
---~=--=-..: -=-=-
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6. Did the plants need water? Yes No 
il 7. Did the sprinkler come down the street 
!J and water the plants? Yes No 
II 8. Did the children have to water the 
plants? Yes No :1 I 
II 9. Did the dog come and dig up the plants? Yes No !I 
10. Did it begin to rain? Yes No 
!j 
'I 
'I 
'I 
I XXXVII HO!vlE AGAIN I, 
!I 
1. Did Uncle Fred take the children home on II 
the train? Yes No il 
• 'I 
'I 2. Did mother and father meet the children I, ! 
'i 
at the train? Yes No :I 
3. Did mother and father have the surprise il 
I 
with them? Yes No 
4. Did Tom guess the surprise? Yes No 
5. Did the children want a garden? Yes No 
XXXVIII DUCKS LIKE RAIN 
1. Did Mr. Turkey say it would rain? Yes No 
2. was Little Duck in a hurry to get to 
the brook to splash? Yes No 
3. Did Mother Duck feel drops of water? Yes No 
4. Did Mother Duck and Little Duck get wet 
""' 
because it rained? Yes No 
5. Was Little Duck surprised to see the 
sun while he was getting wet? Yes No ! 
~-------
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I 
I 
I 
il 
XL SPRING GARDENS 
l. Did Mrs. Bear tell the others what she 
was going to plant in her garden? Yes No 
2. Were the gardens next to the brook? Yes No ' ' I 
'I 
3. Could Mrs. Bear eat the flowers from 
i'l 
her garden? Yes No 
'I 
4. Did Mrs. Bear bring flowers to the ',I 
! 
party? Yes No ~,I 
I 5. Did Mrs. Bear have honey to eat? Yes No !, il 
6. Did the bees help Mrs. Bear? Yes No 'I 
', 
XLI 
XLII 
UP THE HILL 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Did Mother Rabbit ask Billy to take a 
cabbage to Aunt Rabbit on the other side 
of the hill? Yes 
Did he think his new bicycle would take him 
up the big hill? Yes 
Did the frog, turtle, and squirrel tell 
him he could make it? Yes 
Did the bee think he could make it? Yes 
Did he have a good ride down the other 
I Ji 
! 
I 
I 
I 
No 1
1 
il 
II No~~ 
I· 
No il No~~ 
II 
i' 
side of the hill? Yes Nol 
6. Was Aunt Rabbit glad to see him, and did 
they have cabbage pie for supper? Yes 
ABOUT A BEE 
1. Did Little Bee live in a house on 
Cherry Street? Yes 
2. Did Little Bee want to sell her honey? Yes 
3. Did White Hen have brown feathers to 
sell? Yes 
4. Did White Hen have four white eggs to 
sell? Yes 
5. Did the goat have the money to sell? Yes 
6. Did the turkey want to sell his "Gobble, 
i 
No I 
I 
I 
No! 
I 
No il ,, 
:! 
'I 
'I 
No 1 
',I 
il 
No 'I 
!I 
No ij 
I 
Gobble" noise? Yes No' 
7. Did the turkey have some money to sell? Yes No 
8. Did the squirrel have peanuts to sell? Yes No 
··c.-==~cc~ ==#==== 
I 
II 
' 
li XLIII 
XLIV 
9. Did they all sell their things? Yes Nol 
10. Did they all buy the same things they 
sold? Yes 
LITTLE YELLOW CHICK 
1. was Yellow Chick crying? Yes 
2. Did Yellow Chick go across the puddle 
with Little Duck? Yes 
3. Did Yellow Chick try to jump across like 
Bunny Rabbit? Yes 
4. Was Yellow Chick glad to see his 
mother? Yes 
5. Did Yellow Chick walk around the 
puddle? Yes 
6. Did Yellow Chick get home? Yes 
BABY BEAR 
1. Before Father Bear went out for honey, 
did he sing Baby Bear to sleep? Yes 
2. Did Baby Bear wake up and cry? Yes 
3. Would he go back to sleep for Mother 
Bear? Yes 
4. Did he go back to sleep for Mr. Frog or 
the other animals? Yes 
5. Did he go to sleep for Father Bear when 
he came home and started to sing? Yes 
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~lip comes tnto schoolroom with Tom's mitten in his mouth. 
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